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Abstract

The deep penetration of mobile devices have led to the emergence of multiple mobile applications that

seek to harness the positioning capabilities embedded in such devices. One of the most functional of these

applications is local search. Local search is similar to a regular web search, yet is more powerful in a mobile

setting since results are ranked both by prominence and locality. Undoubtedly popular, the current design of

local search applications fails to cater equally to a privacy-aware user who desires finer controls in her location

disclosure. Towards this end, we propose the design for a private local search (PriLS) application that enables

a user to first learn the geographic variation in local search results and then use it to determine a noisy location

that has little or no affect on the search results. Parametric studies and real-world evaluations show that PriLS

can help identify geographic locations that would produce similar search results (compared to when the user’s

location is used) with no noticeable delays in user experience. They also reveal that large areas typically exist

where there is no change in the result of a local search query, and can be exploited to provide spatial privacy

guarantees to a user.
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1 Introduction

Wide adoption of GPS-enabled mobile devices and advances in cellular telecommunication networks now allow

content providers to deliver search results to a mobile user such that they are relevant semantically, as well as,

geographically. Local search applications such as Google Places, Yelp, Loopt, Where, AroundMe, and many

others, have spawned in the past decade to cater to this user base, and at the same time, tap into the revenue

potential of the market. Despite the excellent functionality and growth potential, the collection of user location

information raises multiple privacy concerns. Since the legal restrictions remain to be clearly defined, it is

difficult to know if the collected information can later be used to encroach on user privacy. Large fraction of

users indeed demand protection of their location privacy, yet still consider local search applications to be an

invaluable tool in their devices [4]. Unfortunately, existing applications take a permission-based approach to

resolve this problem, which either prevents a user from harnessing the power of local search, or requires the

user to forgo any privacy expectation.
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